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ߎ፮cЩԚᗐɰᗐઌe
 ʘʜҐཋኂיɃֶઌ൬ˋֶԯˢɻe
 ΣཋசᇃฌᕝcݯȿᑷЛ፮c̦ͅႇਆdԯၐ࠳
ֶЍؿپਿพɁࡗҡe
 ߗཋኂ౦ൡໃΔֶτͨЄɺѢcᇼɐ˅Ԛ͂e
 ʘʜੀɰઅɐཋֶઢؿཋኂສɾɺଉe
 ΣߗΕԚ͂ɻτͨЄɺѢcᇼɐై˾׆e
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 ̯ଐۂɺᜑτౣc಄cւτॠாֶॠ˜Ԛ͂ཋኂ
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ˋᆱɻcΕೝˋሔؿΔਂઐঈ͂༦ᓎˋe
 ɺۺᘪઅმ֝ٽᇃԚ͂cЎߗτϊ̦߬cᇼԚ͂Ϊ֝ٽ
ᇃeߗԚ͂ГΪٽ֝ؿᇃτ˿ॶʵߎ༦ᆅeᇼɩʶ୮ଉ֝ٽ
ᇃc˞ԉହࠧˢɁe
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Ե˿˞ʗᛪၐcᜑၱࣩငɃϸذeಲሃܰЯԚ͂ၱᆆͧcዛ
ԵॶτࢽࣱᑗᆙeዛԵᄂˮၱֶࣩೕዛࣂcᇼʜཹΪ
ֶזͧe߬൬ϷϊኧАcᇼ೩ۿዛԵɰѧƼОڳe߬ੀၱᆆ
ͧΪԷᄂࣩc̋ੀၱᆆͧܘԷၱࣩဲکؿeͧؿ༖
ᄖʗᎶ౩ΉዛԵဲ֛ؿe
؇෮iᇼ̦ۿዛԵО܃ڳɷ˿ҡֶՃɎͧe
 ᗐஶˋᆱၰcԎҐˋᆱࠇณɐ˚ዀɐcᇼᆢˋړᆱܰΪƼ
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 ዛᇃіͧiݯϹጭʥᚼ߫іˮ೫ࢵҗଗe
 ೝˉၱዛԵͧiઍϸذɐ෬ྈʥϔۑe
 சྌԵͧiၱᆆᛪୀϸذe
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 ੀዛԵైɃཋైe
 ཋ͐ܞผڋϳcۿȹϭԭʗᘸࣂංԞ˱ᆅc ዛ
Եๅௐగၑ˿˞Ԛ͂ࣂc͐ܞผڋ၆ϳe
 ోϾዛԵcᜑၱࣩᄂჽသ൴ႩᔴϬɯֶԯˢΕָංؿɁcܘ
Ɏʹ݁ɐؿၱࣩᘩೕኂeࣂ࠰ዛԵᎶผᄂˮၱࣩeߗ߬
டᙩᄂˮၱࣩc̋ੀᘩೕኂΉɎઢc˿ڏτடᙩၱࣩᄂˮc
ಲடᙩܘɎᘩೕኂeᇼ၇তᜑၱࣩˮɟ୮သ൴ႩᔴϬɯֶԯˢ
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ֶཌྷͧτͨЄਐᕀc҈ࠨੀผݯ੬ЛొԜၐ࠳ֶҡ৻רeΣ
Ᏽϊඖ৻ר࠳ړcᇼΕᑪൕؿ܃ȹ˂ʑcිᄘϊଐ˺࠳ړۂcԎ
டᑪൕንᖬΣೕֶνኣؿᄧ̯cԷଐۂ႓࣊עɻֺͶˮؿᚋ
۪৻רɻʶe

ଠֺ൪كcཋၤˋܰ۾፮ୂؿeЎБكЯཋኂᗐዀ܃ʋܰཋؿj
̋߬ైɐཋcཋኂʋܰཋؿeֺ˞͂ଓཋኂ܃cᇼై˾׆e

ֺτɩࡼێཋኂ͂ଓ܃
ཋై̦׆ઌe
Ε੬ᑪൕˀ౨ȹαʑcΕ̳Ԛ͂ؗੱؿɎcΣଐۂؿۂሔֶཌྷͧ
τͨЄਐᕀc҈ࠨผݯ੬ЛొԜၐ࠳ֶஒ৻רe
؇෮iϊඖړ՞ɺ˳ܢȹʘΐ፟႒Ԛ͂dɺԗ͐ܞ୮ଉଐۂʥ෮̔ฌ
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´
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CONAIR EXTREME STEAM FABRIC
STEAMER

Dear Consumer,
Thank you for your purchase of this products. This warranty
card is an important proof for warranty service. Please complete
it earnestly. Thanks!

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
WARNING: The polyethylene bags over the product
or its packaging may be dangerous. Keep these bags
out of the reach of babies and children.
Never use them in cribs, children’s beds, pushchairs
or playpens. The thin ﬁlm may cling to the nose and
mouth and prevent breathing. A bag is not a toy.

Name: Mr./Miss/Ms.________________ Zip Code :__________
Address: ____________________________________________
Tel: ______________________ Email: ____________________
Product Name: _______________________________________
Model No.: __________________________________________
Store of Purchase: ____________________________________
Purchase Date: ______________________________________

•
•
•
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✄

Warranty Terms:

1. If you are using the unit in a bathroom, unplug it after you have
ﬁnished using it. Using the unit close to a source of water can, in
fact, be dangerous, even if the unit is switched off.
2. Never immerse the unit in water or any other liquid.
3. If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the
manufacturer, its service agent or similarly qualiﬁed persons in
order to avoid a hazard.
4. Do not use the unit if it has fallen or if it appears to be damaged.
5. Do not leave the unit unattended when it is plugged in or switched
on.
6. Unplug the unit immediately if you have problems when using it.
7. Do not use any accessories other than those recommended by
manufacturer.
8. Unplug the unit after each use and before ﬁlling or cleaning it.
9. This unit is not intended for use by people (including children) with
reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or by persons
who lack experience or knowledge, unless they are supervised
or have been given instructions beforehand on the use of the
unit by a person responsible for their safety. Children should be
supervised to make sure they do not treat the unit like a toy.
10. Allow the unit to cool before storing.
11. To prevent damage to the cord, do not wrap it around the unit and
ensure it is stored without twisting or folding it.
12. When emitting steam, this appliance may cause burns if it is used
too close to the skin or eyes, or if it is used incorrectly. To reduce
the risk of contact with hot water emitting from the steam vents,
test appliance before use by holding it away from the body.
13. Do not steam garments while on a person.
14. Burns could occur from touching hot metal parts, hot water or
steam. Use care when you turn steam appliance upside down.
15. Do not operate steamer without correctly ﬁlling the water container.
Only use clean cold water for ﬁlling this appliance. In hard water
areas, we recommend the use of distilled water.
16. Use of an extension cord is not recommended. If an extension
cord is absolutely necessary, a 13-ampererated cord should be
used. Cord rated for less amperage may overheat. Care should
be taken to arrange the cord so that it cannot be pulled or tripped
over.
17. Never yank cord to disconnect from outlet, instead, grasp plug
and pull to disconnect.
18. Use with caution when carrying steamer as it contains hot water.

sure that it is secure. (Fig. G.H)

NOTE: This unit is thermostatically protected to shut off when water
has boiled away. You should unplug the unit before this occurs
because surfaces continue to heat, which could be hazardous and
may damage unit.
Before using the garment steamer for the ﬁrst time, it is
recommended to operate the steamer for approximately 5 minutes,
unplug the unit and allow it to cool. Empty container and reﬁll
before actually using.

Green ready
light indicator

Steam trigger with built-in
switch for constant steam

3 removable
attachments
Creaser

Bristle Brush

Soft cushion
brush

Easy-to-fill
water reservoir

STEAMING TIPS

Dual heat-slide
switch to adjust
temperature to
low or high

power cord

Steam reset
button

STEAM RESET BUTTON
The unit has a red steam reset button located under the water tank.
Only press it if the unit does not steam after 15 seconds.
Note: The steam reset button does NOT need to be pressed before
each use.

BRUSH ATTACHMENT

6. Close the inlet cover and return the reservoir to its place, making

When not in use, your unit should be disconnected and stored in
a safe, dry location, out of reach of children. Do not wrap line cord
around unit.

Steam reset button
(remove water tank
to access button)

Red power
light indicator

Water reservoir
release switch

5. Open the inlet cover and ﬁll the tank with distilled water. (Fig. E.F)

CAUTION: Always let the steamer cool down before assembling
or removing the attachments.

1. Plug the unit into the electrical outlet.
2. The power light will light up (red). Allow one or two minutes for the
unit to warm up. The appliance is ready to use when the ready
light goes on (green).
3. Holding the steam jets away from you and anyone else in the
room, engage the trigger. Steam should now be released from the
steam jets. To have continuous steam, just move switch on trigger
lower so you will have continuous steam without having to hold
the trigger. Always have steam facing away from you or anyone in
the room.
4. When ﬁrst using the device, test on an old cloth, as there may be
sediment left from the manufacturing process or transportation.
5. On the back of the steamer there is a sliding switch for high and
low settings. High is for heavier and badly wrinkled fabric and
provides faster, hotter, less visiable steam. Low setting should be
used for delicate fabrics like silk, in combination with soft cushion
brush attachment.
6. To stop the ﬂow of steam, release the trigger or upward the switch.
7. Unplug the device when it is not in use.

GET TO KNOW YOUR STEAMER

4. Turn the reservoir over, revealing the rubber inlet cover. (Fig. D)

STORAGE

1. Hang garment, preferably on a padded hanger.
2. Fill out shoulders or sleeves with folded towel.
3. Apply steam to garment.

OPERATING THE STEAMER

1. Place the unit on its back on a ﬂat and stable surface , make sure
unit is unplugged. (Fig. A)

3. Pull the reservoir out, away from the body. (Fig. C)

TO STEAM SHOULDERS AND SLEEVES

1. Creaser attachment: creates creases for trousers and sleeve and
general smoothing.
2. Bristle brush: Snap onto the steamer head and use to remove
loose dirt and dust from the fabric before steaming.
3. Soft cushion brush: for delicate garment.

FILLING INSTRUCTIONS

2. While holding the water tank with one hand, move the lock switch
up toward the steam head nozzle. (Fig. B)

brush attachment should be toward the bottom of the unit.

ACCESSORIES:

HOUSEHOLD USE ONLY

WARNING: Do not use this appliance near bathtubs,
showers, basins or other vessels containing water.

Please fill in the following information:

Your product has been manufactured to the strictest
specifications and has been designed for use with
authorized accessories and replacement parts. This
warranty expressly excludes any defects or damages
caused by accessories, replacement parts or repair service
other than those which have been authorized by us.
This warranty does not cover any damage caused by accident,
misuse, shipment or other than ordinary household use.
This warranty excludes all incidental and consequential
damages.
In addition to return of warranty card, the consumer has to
maintain the original proof of purchase in order to obtain
the warranty benefits. In the event that you do not have
proof of purchase date, the purchase date for purposes of
this warranty will be the date of manufacture.

When using electrical appliances, especially when children are
present, basic safety precautions should always be followed,
including the following:

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING
KEEP AWAY FROM WATER

We warranty that under normal use, if the quality or parts of
your product should prove to be defective within 1 year from
your purchase date, our Consumer Service Center will repair
or replace it at our option, without charge to you. To obtain
warranty service, please complete and send the warranty card
and purchase proof copies to the Service Center listed in the
Instruction Book WITHIN ONE MONTH.

•

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

19. Use distilled water only.

Your garment steamer includes a brush attachment for extra
grooming and care of all your clothes. The brush helps the steam
penetrate the fabric by separating the ﬁbers. You can use the
steamer to effectively remove wrinkles with or without using the
brush attachment. Do not attempt to attach or remove the brush
attachment while unit is steaming or hot. Wait until unit is completely
cool. Place the brush onto the steamer head by simply pushing the
brush onto the front of the steamer head. The wider portion of the

1. To prepare your fabric for steaming, brush it with the soft cushion
brush attachment. This will loosen the ﬁbers and allow better
steam penetration.
2. Hang your garment or fabric.
3. Pass the steam jets just above the fabric where the wrinkles are. It
may take a few passes to remove the wrinkles completely.
4. Heavier fabrics may require repeated steaming. Repeat as
necessary.
5. With practice, you will gain speed and efﬁciency. You will soon
learn which fabrics require multiple steam applications.
6. After use, unplug steamer and empty any remaining water from
the tank to avoid leakage.
7. Gently wipe the unit by soft cloth for cleaning.
8. Do not directly touch velvet or silk with the steam head.
9. CAUTION: When hanging garment on a door while steaming, be
careful not to damage the door with steam
NOTE: Test fabric for color fastness in an inconspicuous spot. Drape linens,
towels, handkerchiefs and napkins over a rod or place onto a towel rack.

TO MAKE CREASES OR PLEATS
1. Hang garment.
2. Fold fabric where crease or pleat is desired. Hold fold in place
while applying steam directly to fold.

TROUBLESHOOTING THE STEAMER
•
•
•
•

PROBLEM — No steam
CAUSE — Steamer not turned on
SOLUTION — Slide the steam trigger
PROBLEM — Steamer fails to heat
CAUSE — Steamer not plugged in
SOLUTION — Plug into electrical outlet
PROBLEM — No steam
CAUSE — Water level is low
SOLUTION — Unplug the steamer and reﬁll water container
PROBLEM — Poor steam performance
CAUSE — Sediment in container
SOLUTION — Decalcify water container

WARNING:
IF YOU THINK
THE POWER IS OFF
WHEN THE SWITCH
IS OFF,
YOU’RE WRONG.
KEEP AWAY FROM WATER

DECALCIFICATION
If the appliance begins to produce steam more slowly than usual,
or stops producing steam and then starts again, you may need
to decalcify your steamer. Decalciﬁcation refers to removing the
calcium deposits that form over time on the metal parts of the
steamer. For best performance from the Conair Garment Steamer,
decalcify the unit from time to time. The frequency depends upon
the hardness of your tap water and how often you use the steamer.
To decalcify, use a solution of 1/3 white vinegar and 2/3 water in
the water reservoir.
Plug the unit into electrical outlet. Wait the ready light goes on then
activate the steam trigger, and run until all amount has steamed.
Release the steam trigger, unplug from electrical outlet, and allow
to sit for 30 minutes.
Repeat the above procedure as many times as necessary until a
normal steam rate returns, usually 2 to 3 times. With each repeated
cycle, use a fresh solution of vinegar and water. Run one cycle of
fresh, cold water through the unit at the completion of decalciﬁcation
before using the unit again to steam garments.
Note: Minerals in water will vary in different areas. To insure
continued operation of the steamer, never store without cleaning
and removing excess water from the reservoir and water container.

Everyone knows that electricity and water are a dangerous
combination. But did you know that an electric appliance is still
electrically live even if the switch is off? If the plug is in, the power
is on. So when you are not using your appliances, keep them
unplugged.

ALWAYS UNPLUG
SMALL APPLIANCES
ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
This Conair Appliance is guaranteed for consumer use for one year.
Please ﬁll in and return the Warranty Registration as instructed or log
into www.conair-asia. com to register. This guarantee is no longer
valid in case of alteration or repair by any unauthorized persons and
only covers defects under normal use from the date of purchase.
If your product does not perform satisfactorily because of defects
in materials or manufacture, it will be repaired or replaced under
guarantee through the Conair Service Centre. Conair reserves the
right to amend terms and speciﬁcations without prior notice. To
obtain service under this warranty, please send in registration within
one month of purchase through either one of the following ways.

OUT OF GUARANTEE
Call customer service in your region as listed in this Instruction Booklet
for details of repair service. Or email to conairasia_tw@conair.com,
contact telephone number and email address and details of the fault.

CUSTOMER SERVICE:
1F., No.417, Sec. 2, Tiding Blvd., Neihu Dist.,
Taipei City 114, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
Conair Customer Hotline:  
E-mail: FRQDLUDVLDBWZ#FRQDLUFRP
Website: www.conair-asia.com

TO STEAM TIES
1. Hang tie on hanger.
2. Apply steam directly to tie.
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